Winter is waning and Spring is coming! Now is the time to bring a friend to
the High Twelve meeting, so they can see why you belong! Think
membership!
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Washington's Birthday, also known as Presidents' Day, is a federal holiday
held on the third Monday of February. The day honors presidents of the
United States, including George Washington, the USA's first president.
Congratulations to our members and ladies, celebrating their Birthday,
Anniversary or other Special Event in February. Don't forget to make a
contribution to the Wolcott Foundation, celebrating your happy event or
occasion! Some members donate $1.00 or more for every year they have
been married. Seems like a very nice gesture on their part and a great tribute
to a Happy Marriage with that Special Person!
International President: William H. Haynes, PSP, (PA)
Communicating is perhaps the most important thing we in our lives. We let
our family members know we love them. We organize agendas, write
business documents and speak in meetings to get our points across.
It is important that we are able to communicate with each other in High
Twelve. For instance, some State Associations do not send dates of their
annual and semiannual meetings to the International Secretary so they can be

posted on the website. Many of us International officers would attend if we
knew about them.
Additionally, look at the listing of State Associations officers on the High
Twelve website. Are the names and addresses accurate? We have
discovered that some are not.
The lack of information, like not knowing about meetings; or having inaccurate
information, names and addresses stop communications. We have a tough
time trying to reach everybody and it is frustrating to be thwarted in our
communication attempts.
Please do your part by monitoring the website State Association listings and
going into the member directory to assure your personal data is correct.
Corrections need to be sent to be International Secretary.
Fellow High Twelvians, as we continue through the High Twelve Year I am
pleased to have introduced the Replace Myself with 1 Program in an effort
to stabilize and grow our membership. I am asking each member to look to
the future and replace yourself. For each NEW member YOU bring in this
year High Twelve Year, YOU will receive the base lapel pin and one
triangle pin. For subsequent new members YOU will receive a triangle pin
only. The Online Line Monthly Report has been updated, so your club
Secretary can enter the recommended person’s name. Pins will be sent out
from the International Office. Members (YOU) are the life blood of any
organization and YOU are our best sales person! Spread the news
about High Twelve! I hope you are successful and wear these small tokens
proudly! Fraternally, William Haynes.
International 1st Vice President: Joseph Santisteban, PSP (IL)
Last month, I attended our High Twelve International Mid-Year-Meeting in Las
Vegas. It was a good meeting, but it would have been nicer, and more
productive, if there had been more participants. As it turned out, I also
represented Illinois and Ohio. You’ll be receiving the entire meeting results
shortly. An interesting, and totally unexpected, thing happened to me on the
way back from finishing up my longest trip to date.
I had been visiting my family in Tucson and drove to Nashville to attend the
National Sojourners Mid-Winter Convention. Then I returned to Tucson. The
following week I headed up to Las Vegas for our High Twelve Mid-YearMeeting. I was headed home and stopped for gas at a Loves outside Gretna,
Nebraska. There was a Subway there, so I stopped to get some food.
There were three ladies working at the time. I placed my order then moved
over to pay for it. I happened to be wearing my Vietnam-Desert Storm
Veteran baseball cap. When I tried to hand the lady at the cash register my
money, she asked me: Are you a Vietnam Veteran? I said, yes ma’am. She

then said, God Bless you, your lunch are on us. I was almost at a loss for
words, but I think I said, Thank you, but you don’t have to do this. The lady
that had fixed my sandwich came over and said, Thank you. Lunch is on us!
For those of you who are Vietnam Vets, you know that receiving a Thank You
for serving was rare. It’s still something new to me. I admit that I was totally
caught off-guard. Anyway, I ate my lunch and considered going back to the
counter and leaving them a tip but decided to do something different. When I
got back home, I sent an email to Subway Corporate, explaining my
experience and thanking them for employing people like the ladies I had
interacted with. I added that I was now a customer for life. I also suggested
that the ladies receive some kind of recognition for their attitude and approach.
Maybe I should add that when I’m on a trip, I try to stop at a Denny’s or a
Subway, depending on the time of day. For some reason, this time I
bypassed a Denny’s and stopped at a Subway. I’m glad I did. Just FYI – I’ll
be carrying that baseball cap in my car from now on. Until we meet again (at
our Annual in June), stay safe, have fun, and watch out for one another. Joe
Santisteban.
International 2nd Vice President: Jonathan Dilley, PSP (CA)
At the 2018 Mid-Year-Meeting of the Governing Board of High Twelve
International, we had a good time especially in Las Vegas as it provides the
perfect setting for business and pleasure. During the business portion of our
gathering, much was discussed concerning Clubs that for one reason or
another have closed their doors and about Clubs that have formed and are
excited about their future as they seek new Members and celebrate their
Charters. Sadly, there was also talk about the States and the recent closure of
the California State Association due to a general disinterest of local Club
Members to increase their activity by becoming Officers in a State Line.
This has been a constant concern of mine as I have observed Local Clubs,
State Associations and High Twelve International collectively and individually.
What is it that we are seeking to accomplish at each of these levels and will
those accomplishments strengthen our future as a result?
Personally, I feel that there needs to be a specific and collective purpose of
each Club if it really wishes to survive and pass the test of time. For example,
I shared the story of the time when I attended my home Red Buttons High
Twelve Club in Huntington Beach, California last year during my 2nd term as
State Association President. In my visit, someone captured a moment in a
photo of me sitting with my wife and son and when I saw the photo published
later online, I noticed an old black and white photo of Denny’s Coffee Shop
with a splash of color on the wall and with the Flag of the United States next
to me on the table, it was a powerful snapshot of America.

Seeing myself sitting with my wife and child and the United States Flag and
knowing the overall context of the photo and the company of those in the
room with whom I shared this moment, I realized that a slice of America had
been captured and it caused me to think further on the purpose of High
Twelve and why we meet week after week and month after month. The
answer came swift and strong to my heart as I acknowledge that High Twelve
provides us the opportunity to sit with our Masonic Brothers, their friends,
wives and families and share a true American moment together.
If you haven’t felt the feeling of pride at a High Twelve meeting or sensed a
desire to preserve American Values and Traditions, try again. Next time you
are a club meeting, look around the room and consider how you might create
a truly powerful experience for others who might seek to feel the same.
Regardless of the feelings we feel each week or month as we attend our
meetings, it is important that we have purpose and meaning behind why we
are there. If any Club is lacking in purpose or a vision of how they can better
the community in which they exist, I would challenge you to collectively decide
what you wish for your High Twelve Club to be and what you desire for its
overall goals. Do you stand for Patriotism? Do you stand in support of your
Local Lodge and its vision?
Whatever your purpose might be, identify it and spread it to each member old
and new as they arrive and inspire them to stand for something bigger than an

individual aspiration. Find a way to reignite the flame of purpose and carry it
forward and I know we can strengthen the local clubs, the State Associations
and International will witness this empowerment of renewal and High Twelve
can be a great force of change in our Most Noble Fraternity. Fraternally,
Jonathan Dilley
International Secretary Kevin Hokerk-Robinson, PSP (AZ):
In the Valley of the Sun Spring is in the air and so is the pollen, runny nose, itchy
eyes...and the nice day of soaking rain on Wednesday will only make it better! Ha Ha!
I survived Mid-Year at Vegas, the drive up and back was quiet but the time in Vegas is
extremely busy for me! It is always fun to meet old friends and make new ones. The
meeting went well, nothing earth shattering but a discussion on what the roll of an
association is took a bit of time. Michael Clark, WF Chairman, provided an update on the
Wolcott Foundation and will have a set of bylaws for publication in the Spring High
Twelvian which will be voted upon at the convention.
The annual EIN and principle officer validation has been completed and the HTI Group
Exemption has been updated and mailed to the IRS on schedule. Those members who
have been identified as the EIN contact for a club or association will be receving an email
from me in the near future.
Past due 2017-18 Per-Capita statements were mailed to 12 clubs on 2/14. If not paid by
the opening of business at the International Convention in June these clubs will not have
a vote.
Production of certificates, dues cards greeting cards, brochures, merchandise orders, etc.
keeps me busy! paper and hardware items are available to seen and ordered on the HTI
website by all.
The annual mailing of 2018 version of the address labels will be done this month by our
vendor. This will be our major fundraiser this year as the pocket planners will not be
mailed this coming fall. We understand the impact of the electronic world has made on
these two fundraisers. The pocket planner barely broke even this year. So we are
looking for a replacement and are open to suggestions!
I apologize to the membership for not getting the Fall High Twelvian into production but
due to some oral surgery I had something had to give as I was just plain miserable. The
deadline for the Spring Edition will be March 12, 2018 - all articles of interest need to be
delivered by email, USMail or by hand by March 12, 2018. Anyone yes anyone can
submit articles of interest, pictures are welcome just attached them to your email - please
do not embed them into the article. Please use common sense when submitting a 'good'
photo. I Will use Fall summit ted articles IF they are still timely.
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Fraternally, Kevin L. Hokerk-Robinson, Secretary

CA - San Gorgonio Pass High Twelve Club #761:
My name is Ivan Biceno. I am your
January Junior Citizen of the Month
from Montebello High School. I was
raised in a minority Hispanic family that
does not know about college as they
were not afforded the opportunity to get
an education. That is what makes it so
important to them that I do.
I am then a first generation student who
has always been strong minded. When I
set myself to a goal, I do everything in my power to acquire it.
When I was born, I was diagnosed with Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia and it
has taken a toll on me, emotionally and physically. I wake up every day
grateful for what I have. It takes a lot of motivation to continue. However, I
have a brother born before me, with same problem, and he was not so lucky
to be diagnosed and treated with the proper attention needed. (Pictured with
student is Principal Helen Meltzer.)
I have worked hard to balance my school work with needs at home of other
family members. Throughout my high school career I have been involved in,
and held numerous leadership positions, in various school clubs. One that I
am particularly proud of is serving in the Advance Mentor Program which
allows me to help younger students who come from the same minority
background. I want to guide them through this important part of their life.
I am able to now be more understanding of the people around me and not so
quick to judge, patience is virtue. Upon graduation in June I hope to attend
university and major in business. I thank M-W #323 and Montebello. High
Twelve Club #422 for this honor!
KS Association, Shawnee Mission High Twelve Club #329:

It's High Twelve and Nobody Came




So I got to the restaurant thirty minutes early one day, and found that I
was the first one there.
This was odd, usually the Secretary gets there pretty early, so I went
into our room and sat down. I waved off our regular waitress, said I
would just wait. And wait I did.











Ten minutes, twenty minutes, thirty. I daydreamed that we would be
creating new members in the next month. How we would be speaking at
Grand Lodge, and how our members have been very active in their
Lodges.
Tempest fugeted, I fidgeted.
I looked at my watch. Meeting time…Still no one there. I was concerned
that something had happened.
Then I did a slow burn. How DARE they cancel a meeting without telling
me!
I looked at my cell phone calendar.
Turns out I was there a week early.

Mike Haxton, KS State President
PA High Twelve Association: First Capital High Twelve Club #668:
High Twelve members take notice our speaker featured in your February
Newsletter, C. Kim Bracey former Mayor of York will not be available to speak
at the February meeting as scheduled.
Current Mayor Michael Helfrich will be or speaker for the meeting. His topic
will be the same The State of City. I am sure he will talk about the state of city
today and I would think he will share some of his plans moving forward for the
city of York. Hope to see you at the February 26th meeting. Fraternally, Carl
TX High Twelve Association:
Congratulations to the newly installed Officers of
High Twelve Tejas #685. Officers were installed
by PP Don Guirido. President Earl B. Phillips;
1st Vice President Dan Coburn; 2nd Vice
President Alfred T. Rapoza; Secretary/Chaplain
Roger Hopkins; and Treasurer Dan
Schauer.
Our next meeting will be held on February 10th
from 9:00 - 11:00a.m. at The Golden Corral,
located at 5071 NW Loop 410, San Antonio,
Texas. Ifyou have any questions please contact
me at atr674@att.net. Fraternally, Alfred T.
Rapoza
Tri-Cities High Twelve Club #700:
Members were invited to visit The Downtown Columbus High Twelve Club
#453, while in Ohio to attend a wedding of their grandson Albert, IV.
Secretary Dr. Frank Wright surprised him with the Honorary Membership

Certificate while Brother Wiggers presented him in turn with a Club #700 Ball
cap. The Columbus antiques presentation was most interesting and the few
differences between clubs were discussed. Visitation between clubs is
encouraged and leads to a better understanding o four differences.
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Ohio High Twelve Association:
Downtown Columbus High Twelve Club No. 453 Christmas party on
December 18, 2017 with photos of two new club members and new officers’
installation are attached.

Officers from left to right: Richard Van Meter - First Vice President; Roger
Wilson – Treasurer; Dr. Frank Wright II – Secretary; John Spoff – Second
Vice President; Joseph Fodor - President; and Richard Snow - Chaplain and
Wolcott Representative.

New member - Crowell Shane

New Member Douglas Smith

FL High Twelve Association, High Twelve Club of Lake Worth No. 316:
The Villages High Twelve Club continues to have great entertainment at their
monthly meetings. The entertainment in February was Donna J. Fraley,
Singer and entertainer. Her program included music from the fifties and
country. Just what our members enjoy.
In March, we will have our own Chaplain Reverend Ted Nace talk about his
career working with Dr. Norman Vincent Peale. Dr. Peale is the author of
many books on Positive Thinking.
And then in April we will enjoy the pleasure of some good old Country and
Oldies music brought to us by Johnny Ray, a celebrity from the local area.
If you are in Florida on the first Wednesday of any month and would like to
visit our club, give Merv Harris a call. His email address and telephone
number is listed on the first page of the Update.
CA - Oakland High Twelve Club #2:
Oakland #2 got together for our regular meeting on January 22nd, and the
speakers were Olympian Eddy Heart, co-author and Journalist and
author David Newhouse, who together wrote a book titled Disqualified an
account of the Munich, Germany Olympics. Eddy Heart was the fastest man
alive at that time, expected to bring home gold in the 100 but was given the
wrong starting time, so he missed the starting gun and was disqualified. The
circumstances leading up to this incident was a really big deal at the time, of
course all of this was overshadowed by the terrorist attack against the Israeli
athletes for which this Olympics will always be remembered. Eddy did get a
gold medal as a member of the 440 relay team (see picture below). Oakland
High Twelve continues to get some real outstanding programs. If you ever
get to Oakland on the 4th Monday of the month, come and join us for lunch at

noon. All Master Masons, visiting High Twelvians and their guests are always
welcome.

Pictured to the left are Past State
President, Brother Dr. Cleveland
Valrey, PhD; and a new member,
Brother
Dr.
Ed
Tandoc,
PhD receiving his New Member
Certificate

Pictured below: (L-R) Program
Chair, Loren Piper, Past President;
Olympian Eddy Heart, holding Certificate of Appreciation and wearing his
Gold Medal, Journalist David Newhouse, holding Certificate of Appreciation
and copy of their book; Club President Johnathan Prestage
and Club Chaplain Cleveland Valrey Past President, Past State President.

THE WOLCOTT FOUNDATION INC.
Monthly News
The Philanthropic Educational Foundation of High Twelve International
Providing Graduate Level Fellowships at
George Washington University, Washington, DC

The Real Purpose of the Wolcott Foundation
Michael Clark, Chairman
The Wolcott Foundation is An Investment in the Future of Our Country.
Each time you put money into the Little Red School House or make a contribution to the
Wolcott Foundation, what is it that you are accomplishing?
The Wolcott Foundation has gained wide respect in the field of education for its work in
providing Fellowship Grants at George Washington University (GWU). These prestigious
Awards are greatly sought after by the incoming graduate students in International
Business, Public Management and International Affairs at the University. Fellowships are
restricted to only those students who exhibit outstanding scholastic achievement, social
awareness and service, and high individual moral standards. All qualities we as Masons
admire and respect.
So what is it that sets the Wolcott Foundation apart from any other Fellowship or
Scholarship granting organization at George Washington University or any other
university?

We are the oldest Fellowship granting organization providing funds for graduate level
students at GWU. Each Award carries a responsibility for the recipient. Each person
chosen as a Wolcott Fellow is required to enter into a legal contract with The Foundation
agreeing that he or she shall serve in a non-political governmental department or agency,
or in a position clearly benefiting our nation in international business for a period of four
years. Otherwise the individual must repay The Foundation for the educational cost from
which he or she has benefited.
The thrust of the Wolcott Fellowship Program is to bring to the brightest of young people
with an interest in government service and international business, an opportunity to
become our leaders of tomorrow. For this we proudly say,
The Wolcott Foundation is An Investment in the Future of Our Country.
So what is the real purpose of The Wolcott Foundation? It is not to promote Masonry,
High Twelve or even the Foundation. However, the Wolcott Fellows are well aware that
the money for their tuition comes from the Masonic Fraternity.
They learn from our conversations and publications, that High Twelve International and
The Wolcott Foundation work together to raise the money required for each of them to
obtain the opportunity to achieve their goals and dreams of public service to our country.
No, the real purpose is shown below in the faces of some of the recipients of
Wolcott Foundation Fellowships. These are the future leaders of our country in the
many organizations within our federal, state, and local governments.
These are our future Ambassadors, Government Department Heads, and
Government Representatives traveling throughout the world showing American
leadership and managing programs that promote the good of the American people.
What is the real purpose of the Wolcott Foundation?
It is the education of those future leaders.
What better purpose could we as Masons support and promote!
Please contribute as much and as often as possible.

The Wolcott Trustees will be attending the Wolcott Fellows Selection
Board Meeting in Washington, DC from March 8th through the 10th, 2018.
The three days will be packed with meetings and functions with the past and
current Fellows and faculty members at the University. We will be selecting a
total of five Fellows this year and you can be assured that we have picked the
finest and brightest young graduates for the Fellowships. Those selected have

a minimum of a 3.80 Grade Point Average and have spent a great deal of
time as volunteers and gaining work related experiences.
Your donations have made this possible and we are now sharing the cost of
the Grants with George Washington University. As our membership is down
and collections far less than in the past, this will allow us to continue funding
young people to attend GWU and make leaders possible in the Public Service
areas. Thank you all for your support.
The Wolcott Foundation Chairman has contacted the Fellows in school and
requested that they provide us an article for the Monthly Update. We have
heard from several and he has followed up with those, who have not provide
an article and we should have one in each issue of the Update monthly. This
will provide our members with some idea where the graduates will be going in
the future.
Article by Megan Mattson, Wolcott Fellow Class of 2016:
In the fall of 2018, I will become a Foreign Service Officer. To say I am excited
and honored by this is an understatement. Three threads have carried me
through my life – service, leadership, and exploration. This led me to the
Foreign Service and a career in the public realm.
Growing up, my family moved about the U.S. I came to know my new homes
and neighborhoods by volunteering. In Austin, Texas, I built gardens for
people to have fresh produce. When I started school at the George
Washington University, I joined a community service sorority. I don’t simply
want to give back in my career; for me, this is a necessity. At the same time, I
have an inherent drive to be a leader. I love public speaking and motivating
others through a vision. My last passion is exploring. At GW, I studied in
Oman and Jordan. I go to new parts of the world without hesitation and I am
always planning my next trip.
At GW, my dream was to intern for the State Department. I remember passing
the Department on my runs to the National Mall, hoping I would one day be in.
You can imagine my joy when I was accepted to intern at the Foreign Service
Institute. I stayed on as a contract worker, helping with classes about SubSaharan Africa.
When I heard from the Foreign Service Officers in my classes, I was inspired
to apply for the Pickering Fellowship. Now as a fellow, I am earning my
Masters in Public Administration at GW and I will join the Foreign Service after
I graduate. My career with the Department allows me to continue to weave
those three threads of service, leadership, and exploration in a way no other
career could, and I cannot wait to begin representing Americans
abroad. Thank you – Megan.

Humor
If you are thinking about retiring or just moving somewhere else, one of our
member’s wife has gathered some information to help you make your decision:
You can retire to Phoenix, Arizona where:
1. You are willing to park three blocks away from your house because you

found shade.
2. You've experienced condensation on your butt from the hot water in the
3.
4.
5.
6.

toilet bowl.
You can drive for four hours in one direction and never leave town.
You have over 100 recipes for Mexican food.
You know that dry heat is comparable to what hits you in the face when
you open your oven door at 500 degrees.
The four seasons are: tolerable, hot, really hot, and ‘ARE YOU KIDDING
ME?’

OR:
You can retire to California where:
You make over $450,000 and you still can't afford to buy a house.
The fastest part of your commute is going down your driveway.
You know how to eat an artichoke.
When someone asks you how far something is, you tell them how long it
will take to get there rather than how many miles away it is.
5. The four seasons are: Fire, Flood, Mud and Drought.
1.
2.
3.
4.

OR:
You can retire to New York City where:
1. You say the city and expect everyone to know you mean Manhattan.
2. You can get into a four-hour argument about how to get from Columbus

Circle to Battery Park, but can't find Wisconsin on a map.
3. You think Central Park is nature.
4. You believe that being able to swear at people in their own language

makes you multilingual.
5. You've worn out a car horn. (IF you have a car.)
6. You think eye contact is an act of aggression.
OR:
You can retire to Minnesota where:
1. You only have three spices: salt, pepper and ketchup.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Halloween costumes have to fit over parkas.
You have seventeen recipes for casserole.
Sexy lingerie is anything flannel with less than eight buttons.
The four seasons are: almost winter, winter, still winter, and road repair.
The highest level of criticism is He is different, she is different, or It was
different!

OR:
You can retire to The Deep South where:
You can rent a movie and buy bait in the same store.
Y'all is singular and all y'all is plural.
He needed killin is a valid defense.
Everyone has two first names: Billy Bob, Jimmy Bob, Joe Bob, Betty
Jean, etc.
5. Everything is either: in yonder, over yonder or out yonder.
6. You can say anything about anyone, as long as you say ‘Bless his
Heart’ at the end.
1.
2.
3.
4.

OR:
You can move to Colorado where:
1. You carry your $3,000 mountain bike atop your $500 car
2. You tell your husband to pick up Granola on his way home, so he stops

at the day care center.
3. A pass does not involve a football or dating.
4. The top of your head is bald, but you still have a pony tail.
OR:
You can retire to Nebraska or Kansas where:
1.
2.
3.
4.

You'll never meet any celebrities, but the mayor knows your name.
Your idea of a traffic jam is three cars waiting to pass a tractor.
You have had to switch from heat to A/C on the same day.
You end sentences with a preposition; Where's my coat at?

OR:
FINALLY.....you can retire to Florida where...
1. You eat dinner at 3:15 in the afternoon.
2. All purchases include a coupon of some kind - even houses and cars.
3. Everyone can recommend an excellent cardiologist, dermatologist,

proctologist, podiatrist, or orthopedist.

4. Road construction never ends anywhere in the state.
5. Cars in front of you often appear to be driven by headless people.
________________________________________________________________

Just a joke and not picking on anyone! It is just a …OR…day.
Everyone seems to be in such a hurry to scream 'prejudice' these days...
A customer asked, In what aisle can I find the Polish sausage?
The clerk asks, Are you Polish?
The guy, clearly offended, says, Yes I am. But let me ask you something.
If I had asked for Italian sausage, would you ask me if I was Italian?
Or if I had asked for German Bratwurst, would you ask me if I was German?
Or if I asked for a kosher hot dog would you ask me if I was Jewish?
Or if I had asked for a Taco, would you ask if I was Mexican?
Or if I asked for some Whiskey, would you ask if I was Irish?
The clerk says, No, I probably wouldn't.
The guy says, Well then, because I asked for Polish sausage, why did you
ask me if I'm Polish?
The clerk replied, Because you're in Ace Hardware.
________________________________________________________________

The Real Meaning of Hotel slogans
Old world charm.........
Options galore...........

No bath
Nothing is included in the
itinerary

No extra fees..............
Nominal fee................
Standard.....................
Deluxe.........................
Superior......................
All the amenities........
Plush...........................

No extras
Outrageous charge
Sub-standard
One free shower cap
Small
Two free shower caps
Top and bottom sheets

________________________________________________________________

Last night I was relaxing on the sofa watching TV when I heard my wife's
voice from the kitchen: Oh sweetheart, what would you like for dinner, my
love? Chicken, beef or lamb? I said, Thank you, darling. I think I'll have
chicken. She replied, You're having' a peanut butter sandwich. I was talking'

to the dog!
________________________________________________________________

On a recent flight, an elderly passenger kept peering out the window. Since it
was totally dark, all she could see was the blinking wing-tip light. Finally, she
rang for the flight attendant. I'm sorry to bother you, she said, but I think you
should inform the pilot that his left-turn indicator is on and has been for some
time.
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